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Makarenko V. Weltanschauung Machine: the Motor-car Enthusiast's Reflections 
(Part 2)

Summary: The paper shows there are two religious-philosophical premise for the common 
belief in the immortality of man: first, the eternity is manifested in human history and life as an 
Absolute which is constructed by the human consciousness and attributed to the Being; second, this 
Absolute ('God' or its  abstract substitute)  is described in anthropological  terms. The problem is 
shifted  to  the  typology  of  concepts  during  the  "proof"  of  these  assumptions  and  the  resulting 
Weltanschauung schemes.  The author  examines  the genesis  of  these concepts  in  the history of 
philosophy. 

Keywords: Weltanschauung, religion, philosophy, the immortality concept, the cult of eternal 
being, the Christian theodicies.

Porus V. Imitation of the rationality: simulacrums of the bureaucracy

Summary: This  article  shows   relations  between  the  concepts  of  “rationality”  and 
“bureaucracy” in the phrase “rational bureaucracy” in  Max Weber’s interpretation and in modern 
sense. Author explained Weber’s ideal concept of bureaucracy and it’s cultural value.

Keywords: Bureaucracy, rationality, «rational bureaucracy» as ideal, corruption, bureaucracy 
as cultural value.

Subbotin А. «Social reality»: to discussion of the genesis of the

Summary: Article  consequentially shows  interpretations  of  the  concept  “social  reality” 
conceptually designed by major sociologists of nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Author trying to 
identify main trend of changes in concept, which, in his opinion, quite definitely proved itself in 
Derlugyan’s conception.

 Keywords: «social  reality»,  «concept»  , institutional  and individual  forms of  social  self-
expression and self-determination. 

Makarenko V. «Democratic universe»: notes of Robert Dahl’s book

Summary: Article deals with Robert Dahl’s political conception, in comparison with ideas of 
post  soviet  political  scientists  and  real  Soviet  and  Russian  policy.  Also,  Author  shows  it’s 
connection with political ideas of Confucianism, Platonism, anarchism etc. and political systems of 
modern political developed Nations. Article try to identify opportunities and limits of democracy as 
the polyarchy.

Keywords: Democracy, people, right to govern, freedom, equality.
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Shkaratan O. Trasformation of the societal system in Post soviet Russia

Summary: Article shows principals of the distribution of property – denationalization – and its 
character, results in Russia in comparison with same processes in other countries.

Keywords: Etacratism,  Neoetacratism,  property,  state and commercial institutes,  Russian 
example of the privatization. 

Glebova I.I. Russian authority and Parties

Summary:  Article  deals  with  historical  forms  of  government  in  Russia,  proportion, 
contradiction,  interference  between  govern  and  democratic  elements  in  the  end  of  nineteenth 
century, after Revolution and in present day.

Keywords: Power, democracy, form of government, State, Parties.

Skinner Q. Idea of negative freedom : philosophical  and historical perspectives

Summary: Article deals with correlation of concepts of “negative” and “positive” freedom, 
that is “freedom from” and “freedom to”, and historical polemics around them. Author argues that 
purpose, what connecting these two types of freedom, is work for public good.

Keywords: «Negative  freedom»,  «Positive  freedom»,  «service  for  state  and social  good», 
«social groups»

Wolf Ch. Mimetic reproduction  emotions and memories in rituals

Summary: Article  deals  with  the  role  of  imitative,  memorial  and  framed-up processes  in 
generation of emotions during ritual – on example of Michael Jackson’s funerals. These emotions 
plays important role in establishing individual and collective identity.

Keywords: Mimesis, Performance, ritual, ritual conventions, identification.
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